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Research
Our Geography
topic is ‘Weather
and Climate’.
Research and show
your understanding
of these two
elements by creating
a poster.

Dear Parents,

What a brilliant start to the last part of the Summer Term. Thanks to The Helen
Foundation and DAISI, the children had a marvellous art day on Monday the
14th of June. Each child received the wonderful opportunity to produce
artwork using compressed black charcoal and white chalk. Before creating
their masterpieces, the children practised their shading first and then went on
to create outcomes using pastel! We are proud of everybody for showing our
value of creativity and perseverance throughout the day and we definitely look
forward to working with The Helen Foundation and DAISI again in future!

We also took advantage of the sunny weather and practised our new P.E skills
out in the sun. We learnt how to correctly position ourselves in order to throw
a ball further. We will continue with these skills in the next few weeks.

Reminders:
- as it is getting warmer, please bring sunscreen and or hats
- water bottles should be brought to school every day in order for the

children to stay hydrated
- next week is the last week of the year 6 morning

maths.

As most of you may already know, I recently got married and
therefore I have changed my professional name from Miss
Kasomo to Mrs Babbage. It was a lovely ceremony in the
Easter holidays and thankfully it did not rain!

Kind regards
Miss Kasomo

Star of the
week!

Star of the
week:

Year 6s

For persevering
with the morning

maths club and for
showing their

maths learning in
different ways.

Well done, year 6s
for valuing your
learning in and

outside the
classroom.

A note from Mrs Edwards:
Welcome back to Summer 2! I hope you had some opportunities over half term to have time
outside and to enjoy some of the lovely weather we have been having. I was disappointed that
all Coronavirus restrictions will not be lifted next week but completely understand the need to be
cautious. We will continue to work with the Risk Assessment that we have in place for our school
that adds extra precaution to the spread of Covid-19. If we have a confirmed case in school we
will look to public health for advice on who will need to self isolate following contact but we have
kept mixing to a minimum to support this. Despite the continuing restrictions we are committed
to giving the children a full and enriched curriculum this half term with lots of opportunities for
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creativity (for example with our visiting artist this week) and the increased opportunity for Sports
and Physical activities outside in the park and MUGA. I am looking forward to the whole school
being involved in the Rainbow Run on Wednesday!
Mrs Chapling starts her maternity leave today and we wish her every happiness as she prepares
to welcome her new baby into the world. We have been very fortunate to have Mrs Chapling’s
expertise and support over the last year and she has made a difference to so many children.
Miss Ball has joined the ASM team and we are lucky to have an experienced and passionate
member of staff join the committed team of support staff that every day support our vision of
‘Building Lifelong Foundations Together’.


